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CLOUD COMPUTING SERVICES 

Cloud computing is fast becoming the preferred technology infrastructure for a whole 
range of applications, from web hosting to enterprise data storage. Cloud storage not 
only outsources the management of core technology to a third party, it also entirely 
negates the capital expenditure traditionally applied to I.T. budgets to procure 
hardware and software. Cloud computing offers a cost effective, entirely scalable way 
to implement new business systems, with very little initial investment, and a vastly 
reduced cost of ownership. 

The Cloud Computing Trend 

Cloud computing, along with associated technologies such 

as SaaS, BDaaS and LaaS, has been the fastest growing 

market of the I.T. sector for several years.  

SiliconANGLE has recently published some statistics that 

demonstrate just how rapid the cloud computing market 

is growing. 

It is estimated that the global spend on cloud computing 

and associated technology will reach $180 billion by the 

end of 2015.  

This is a massive amount of money, and shows just how 

effective cloud computing is compared to self-owned and 

in house managed technology. 

Cloud computing has a massive reach, with over 60% of 

businesses utilizing cloud services for one or more of their 

business critical I.T. applications. 
So why are so many companies moving towards cloud 

computing and shunning in house, self-managed 

technology?  

Maybe it is because so far, 80% of companies that have 

adopted cloud technology have seen a major 

improvement in their systems and application 

performance and reliability within 6 months of migrating 
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The Cloud Computing Trend 

Cloud computing, along with associated technologies such 

as SaaS, BDaaS and LaaS, has been the fastest growing 

market of the I.T. sector for several years. S 

iliconANGLE has recently published some statistics that 

demonstrate just how rapid the cloud computing market 

is growing. 

It is estimated that the global spend on cloud computing 

and associated technology will reach $180 billion by the 

end of 2015. This is a massive amount of money, and 

shows just how effective cloud computing is compared to 

self-owned and in house managed technology. 

Cloud computing has a massive reach, with over 60% of 

businesses utilizing cloud services for one or more of their 

business critical I.T. applications. 

So why are so many companies moving towards cloud 

computing and shunning in house, self-managed 

technology? Maybe it is because so far, 80% of companies 

that have adopted cloud technology have seen a major 

improvement in their systems and application 

performance and reliability within 6 months of migrating 

to cloud infrastructure. 

Rescue IT Cloud Services 

Here at Rescue IT we are happy to discuss your cloud 

computing requirements. We can advise on any current 

business applications that would benefit from migration 

to cloud based infrastructure, and help you understand 

the advantages and disadvantages of cloud services. 

We are continually upgrading and enhancing our network, 

so you are assured of a high performance, reliable cloud 

service at all times. Rescue IT offers a range of cloud 

computing services, outlined below. 

Hosted Microsoft Exchange 

Microsoft Exchange is the leading email, calendaring and 

collaboration application in the world. However, it also 

comes with a high cost of ownership if deployed as an in 

house solution.  

Rescue IT offers Microsoft Exchange as a cloud service. 

You simply buy the number of mailboxes you need, at a 

fixed monthly fee. You are free to add or remove 

mailboxes as you need. An entirely scalable Microsoft 

Exchange solution, providing the very best in email 

handling, with a very low ongoing cost. 

Database & SQL Hosting 

Traditional database applications scale vertically. This 

means that as data volumes grow, more hardware needs 

to be added to maintain performance. This makes owning 

and operating a large database server in house, a 

potentially costly endeavor. This is especially true where 

Big Data applications are being used, as storage costs can 

very rapidly spiral out of control. 

By taking advantage of the Rescue IT cloud service, this 

cost is entirely removed. Hardware will scale horizontally, 

making sure that your database application has access to 

the resources it needs, when it needs it.  

Remote Desktop 

For the ultimate in reducing administration and 

maintenance of the user application suite, Rescue IT 

offers cloud based remote desktop access. Our remote 

desktop can be accessed from anywhere, from any 

device. 

Applications are standardized, and maintained centrally, 

removing the requirement to administer and support 

each desktop user in the company. Every employee 

receives the same desktop experience every time they log 

in. 

All application patches and security fixes are applied to 

the remote desktop, completely removing the security 

issues faced by companies that still maintain a 

workstation PC for every employee. This massively 

reduces the demand for internal help desk services and 

PC support. 

Why Choose Rescue IT? 

Global competition, increased training 

costs, out-of-date systems, rising prices and 

lower margins are all obstacles in today’s 

ever-changing marketplace. There are many 

IT consulting firms that can plug in a generic 

solution, but that won’t really solve your 

business problems. That’s where Rescue IT 

can help, by understanding your business 

and providing customized solutions that 

provide added value to all our customers. 
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